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Antitrust Policy Notice
Linux Foundation meetings involve participation by industry competitors, and it is the 
intention of the Linux Foundation to conduct all of its activities in accordance with 
applicable antitrust and competition laws. It is therefore extremely important that 
attendees adhere to meeting agendas, and be aware of, and not participate in, any 
activities that are prohibited under applicable US state, federal or foreign antitrust and 
competition laws.

Examples of types of actions that are prohibited at Linux Foundation meetings and in 
connection with Linux Foundation activities are described in the Linux Foundation 
Antitrust Policy available at http://www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy. If you have 
questions about these matters, please contact your company counsel, or if you are a 
member of the Linux Foundation, feel free to contact Andrew Updegrove of the firm of 
Gesmer Updegrove LLP, which provides legal counsel to the Linux Foundation.
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Agenda 1. Introduction
a. General introduction and welcome

b. Antitrust

c. Code of conduct

2. Hyperledger Community Information

3. Key blockchain developments in the mortgage industry in 2022
a. Crypto

i. FTX

ii. Implosion

iii. Crypto mortgage lenders

b. What now

i. Consolidation

ii. Regulation

iii. Innovation

4. Status of blockchain projects
a. Figure SPAC

b. Tokenization - Jamie Dimon article

c. Sunwest Mortgage use of AI and NFTs
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The Blockchain Journey

Education

Ideation

POC

Pilot

Production
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Community 
Information



Focus Link

Helping open technology projects build world 
class open source software, communities and 
companies.

https://www.linuxfoundation.org

Building enterprise blockchain ecosystems 
through global, open source collaboration https://www.hyperledger.org

Central knowledge base for Hyperledger's projects, 
labs, Working Groups, Special Interest Groups and 
other community activities

https://wiki.hyperledger.org/

Central knowledge base the Capital Markets 
Special Interest Group (CMSIG). https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/CMSIG/

Central knowledge base the Mortgage Industry 
Subgroup.

https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/CMSIG/F
MSIG+Mortgage+Industry+Subgroup 

Hyperledger GitHub is for software version control 
and collaboration. https://github.com/hyperledger

Sitemap
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How to create an LFID
Why do I need an LFID? 

This allows you to:

● Browse through the mailing list history 

on groups.io: https://lists.hyperledger.org/groups

● View, edit and add content to the Hyperledger Wiki

● Save them for both sites and you'll only 

login once!

● Use chat.hyperledger.org

Step-by-step guide 

1. Visit https://identity.linuxfoundation.org/
2. Select "I need to create a Linux Foundation ID"
3. Choose a username, add an email and password. 

Do not use any of the social login links.
4. Input your first and last name
5. Click "create new account"
6. Check your email and validate the account
7. Save your username and password so you don't have 

to login again! Your username = your LFID. 
Remember that your email address is not the same 
as your username.

Watch quick 1.5 min video (click here)
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https://identity.linuxfoundation.org/
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Blockchain Training FREE

Blockchain: Understanding Its Uses 
and Implications – Enroll for Free

Understand exactly what a blockchain is, its impact 
and potential for change around the world, and 
analyze use cases in technology, business, and 
enterprise products and institutions

Blockchain for Business – An Introduction to 
Hyperledger Technologies – Enroll for Free

A primer to blockchain and distributed ledger 
technologies. Learn how to start building blockchain 
applications with Hyperledger frameworks.
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https://www.edx.org/course/introduction-to-hyperledger-blockchain-technologie
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Blockchain is not 
crypto!



● How did we get here - background on crypto volatility

○ Alameda Research and FTX

Crypto’s impact on the mortgage industry
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● How did we get here - background on crypto volatility

○ Collapse of Terra and Luna

■ What is Terra and Luna

● Terra ecosystem

● Algorithmic stablecoin

■ How did they collapse

● Two large withdrawals from decentralized exchange, Curve Finance, 

totaling around $250mm dollars

● Additional withdrawals due to rising interest rates

● “George Soros” style attack?

■ Spread of the contagion

● Support efforts fail

Crypto’s impact on the mortgage industry
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https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/cryptocurrency/how-to-buy-cryptocurrency/


● How did we get here - background on crypto volatility

○ Collapse of FTX/Alameda 

■ Coindesk report on Alameda/FTX

■ Panicked selling forces a cash crunch

■ Binance to the rescue - almost

■ Bankruptcy

■ Where did all the money go?

Crypto’s impact on the mortgage industry
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● How did we get here - background on crypto volatility

○ Crypto lenders

■ What are crypto lenders

■ Who are the crypto lenders

● Milo

● USDC.homes

● Figure

● Ledn

■ Impact of FTX on crypto lenders

Crypto’s impact on the mortgage industry
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● Consolidation

● Regulation

○ Fed Reserve SR 22-6 / CA 22-6

○ Joint Statement on Crypto-Asset Risks to Banking Organizations

● Innovation

○ Web3/Metaverse - “Proponents of "Web3," a hypothetical blockchain-based internet, expect 

2022's crypto winter to pave the way for more innovative uses of blockchain, rather than the 

speculative uses crypto is associated with today.”

○ Consortiums

○ ChatGPT

Crypto’s impact on the mortgage industry
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https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2023/fil23001.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/20/what-is-web3-gavin-wood-who-invented-the-word-gives-his-vision.html


Status of Blockchain 
in the Mortgage Industry

January 2023

© 2022 Zventus Mortgage Blockchain Lab Research
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Mortgage Industry Blockchain Activity
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Sun West unveils NFT loan powered by AI technology - HousingWire
The approach creates wider opportunities for both buyers and sellers and empowers both 
parties to the home sale “to present and accept offers with certainty and without 
open-ended financing contingencies,” the lender’s announcement of the new NFT loan 
option states.

Figure’s plan to buy a mortgage bank via SPAC is dead - HousingWire
“While receiving the votes to extend the SPAC, we made the decision to dissolve FACA,” 
Mike Cagney, chairman of the SPAC and chief executive of Figure Technologies wrote on 
LinkedIn last week following the stockholder meeting. “While we are disappointed, our 
decision reflects the state of the capital markets. We’ll continue to bring you wins on 
#blockchain in 2023.

Is the mortgage industry ready for mass blockchain adoption? - MPA Mag
Whether it’s automating the underwriting process or setting up a transparent appraisal 
system, the mortgage industry has to be praised for staying on top of technology trends to 
modernize home financing. That’s according to a panel of four leading mortgage tech 
experts who recently sat down with MPA to discuss the latest trends pushing the 
mortgage industry forward in terms of automation and transparency.
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Future Agenda Topics

DemosBusiness Case Technical

RegulatorsUse Case Knowledge Share
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Q & A

Mortgage Industry Subgroup



Thank You

Angel Alban
MI Subgroup Chair

aalban@zventus.com

Marvin Bantugan
MI Subgroup Chair, Technology

mbantugan@zventus.com

James Hendrick
MI Subgroup, Mortgage Servicing

jhendrick@zventus.com

Karen L. Ottoni
Director of Ecosystem

kottoni@linuxfoundation.org

Vipin Bharathan
CMSIG Chair
vip@dlt.nyc

https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/CMSIG/FMSIG+Mortgage+Industry+Subgroup

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/hyperledger-financial-markets-sig/
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